In the Australian Outback, Sue White samples the life of a cattle drover
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Bully off: cattle set
off across the outback
during the Great
Australian Cattle
Drive preview in May
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or a place of such immense emptiness, the
South Australian Outback has somehow
mastered the act of impressing its visitors
with larger-than-life statistics.
This is the Australia where dingoes
roam free until they’re stopped by a
5,300-kilometre fence; where the cattle stations are
as big as Belgium; and where residents of mining
towns such as Coober Pedy live underground to
escape raging summer temperatures of up to 50°C.
Most urban dwellers are prepared for the Outback
to present a sense of reality far removed from their
city lives – why else would you travel 850 kilometres
from Adelaide to stare at endless red dirt? But for
the average Australian (let alone the space-poor
European), the scale is mind-boggling.
It’s no secret that the Outback is widely mythologised by Australia’s city dwellers. In history books
and popular culture, legends of the ‘wide brown land’
are known to every latte-sipping urbanite. We are
fascinated by the explorers Burke and Wills; idolise
our own Robin Hood, Ned Kelly, through film, song
and poetry; and are captivated by the job description
of drovers, the outback stockmen who walked cattle
for weeks along iconic trails like the Birdsville and
➤
Oodnadatta tracks.
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Of course nowadays, droving is a different beast. Helicopters are used as often as
horses, and the perpetual drought ravaging
Australia’s outback is seeing farmers leave
the land in droves (pardon the pun). In this
environment, the slice of Australia’s pastoral
history that is the life of the drover may soon
be changed irrevocably.
hile tourism bodies can do little about
reversing demographic trends, in
2002’s Year of The Outback, they realised they could help keep much-loved myths of
the bush alive. So began The Great Australian
Outback Cattle Drive, which allowed visitors to
drove cattle themselves. The five-day tour was
such a hit it has run periodically ever since.
Every trip is promoted as a chance to get
away from it all, and, as I discover when I
try it myself, the organisers really mean it.
The final destination is Anna Creek Station,
about 200 kilometres from Coober Pedy, on
the Oodnadatta track and the world’s largest
working cattle station. This is not just the middle of nowhere, though, it’s the middle of the
middle of nowhere.
In 2010 six groups of 70 novice-drovers will
spend AUS$3,200 ($2,500) to wake before first
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light and herd cattle as the sun rises, just as
the drovers did for decades. Well, almost.
Daytime activities might be an authentic
replica of times past, but night-time at camp is
more first class than cattle class. Real drovers
bunk down in swags (a sort of bed-roll under
the stars), but mine is surely the only droving
camp to feature flushing toilets, hot showers,
and tents with carpet, duvets and daily service.
Lead drover Max Gorringe has lived and
worked on cattle stations since he was a child,
and, like every drover on the trip, he is friendly,
but undeniably tough.
This becomes obvious as we walk our horses
behind a 200-strong herd of cattle. Gorringe
sympathises with me about my aching knees,
sore from a total lack of horse-riding experience.
His own aches are due to an old break that didn’t
heal correctly: ‘I didn’t call the doctor.’ Why? ‘I
didn’t think there was much point.’
Life gets hard early in the outback. By age
four, Gorringe was out on droving camps with
his father: ‘Until I was old enough to join him
on camp, I hardly saw him; they were away
for about six weeks at a time mustering cattle,’
he says, pointing out a dingo strolling through
➤
some nearby scrub.

Real drovers bunk down in swags (a sort of
bed-roll under the stars), but mine is surely
the only droving camp to feature flushing
toilets, hot showers and tents with carpet.
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Ride out: drovers at sunset near the Anna Creek cattle station (top); mustering cattle in the Outback can be a dusty job (below left); cows in a vast landscape (below)
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A sorry tail: drovers get to grips with a calf during a cattle drive. Recruiting volunteers to work in these conditions is tough – as is the life they will ﬁnd themselves leading

Cattle driving is a dusty job, and,
because the cattle are walked (so they
don’t lose any of their fat), the journey
through this harsh, captivating landscape is slow.
The result is a uniquely tolerant community: ‘There’s no space not to get along
with everyone, although for some reason
the cooks were always a cranky bunch,’
says Gorringe, as we hold off the cattle
to our left and I fend off flies with my
spare hand.
While they’ve kept the swags, a lot has
changed since Gorringe ’s day, including,
it seems, the dispositions of the cooks
(ours copes admirably with my status
as the sole vegetarian along for the ride).
‘We use motorbikes now, not horses,
so you’re not away for so long. It’s much
quicker,’ he adds.
Although Gorringe ensured his own
children got a good education (which
ultimately involves leaving the land
for at least a few years), he encouraged
them to be part of the life his father had
known: ‘My kids didn’t mind it, ’til they
got sick of me as their boss. They reckon
I was too hard on them, but I was
106

nowhere near as hard on them as dad
was on me.’
For newcomers to the Outback, the
solitude takes some getting used to: ‘For
the first few months, I didn’t like it at
all,’ says Brady Dugmorn, an 18-yearold station hand who is helping visitors.
ut, unlike many young people,
Dugmorn soon tapped into the
feeling that has enticed many
people before him to endure one
of Australia’s remotest addresses:
‘I like the silence,’ he says. ‘But I can’t get
my mates up here. I’ve tried about 14 of
them now, and they always cancel before
coming up, even if it’s just to work for a
week. I don’t get it.’
There’s no denying the life of station
hands and drovers is hard. They’re up
before the sun and working until dark,
almost every day.
‘We expect them to work hard at a lot of
things – horses, checking the bores, fixing
machinery, all without much training,’
says Gorringe, adding that the problem
with luring young Australians to the
Outback may not be just a physical one.
‘They don’t want to work this hard. But
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once we’re paying them there’s not much
spare income for people who can’t do the
work, so they get a hard time if they’re
not up to scratch.’
Happily, visitors taste-testing the life
of a drover get no such hard time. In fact,
novice riders like myself may find themselves in the unique situation of tapping
into the drovers’ soft-spots, something
I suspect isn’t called into play too often
out here.
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‘There’s no space not to get along with everyone, although
for some reason the cooks were always a cranky bunch.’
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